Research outputs

On Articulation, Translation, and Populism: Gillian Hart's Postcolonial Marxism
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

On "the Concrete": Labour, Difference and Method
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Radical Geography for a Resurgent Left
The Antipode Editorial Collective, 1 Jan 2020, In : Antipode. 52, 1, p. 3-11 9 p.
Research output: Contribution to journal › Editorial

Integrating what and for whom? Financialisation and the Thames Tideway Tunnel
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Value–rent–finance
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Political ecology III: Who are 'the people'?
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

The right to water in a global context: Challenges and transformations in water politics
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

Water Politics: Governance, Justice and the Right to Water
Research output: Book/Report › Book

The Political Economy of Water Infrastructure: An Introduction to Financialization
Loftus, A., March, H. & Purcell, T., Jan 2019, In : WIREs Water. WIRES
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Financialising desalination in London: The Thames Water Desalination Plant (TWDP)
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

Political Ecology II: Whither the State?
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Planetary concerns
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article
Relational Urban Interventions
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding > Chapter

Financialising nature?
Research output: Contribution to journal > Editorial

The Human Right to Water: Critiques and Condition of Possibility: Human right to water
Research output: Contribution to journal > Article

Violent geographical abstractions
Research output: Contribution to journal > Article

Research output: Contribution to journal > Book/Film/Article review

Water (in)security: securing the right to water: Water (in)security: securing the right to water
Loftus, A., 1 Apr 2014, In : GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL.
Research output: Contribution to journal > Article

Against a Speculative Leftism
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding > Chapter

Water and Hydropolitics
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding > Chapter

The Senses as Direct Theoreticians in Practice
Research output: Contribution to journal > Article

Revitalizing the Production of Nature Thesis: A Gramscian Turn
Research output: Contribution to journal > Article

Gramsci: Space, Nature, Politics
Research output: Book/Report > Book

Introduction: Gramsci: Space, Nature, Politics
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding > Chapter

Speculating on Slums: Infrastructural Fixes in Informal Housing in the Global South
Research output: Contribution to journal > Article
Privatizing Water: Governance Failure and the World's Urban Water Crisis
Research output: Contribution to journal › Book/Film/Article review

Everyday Environmentalism: Creating an Urban Political Ecology
Research output: Book/Report › Book

Thinking relationally about water: review based on Linton's What is water?
Research output: Contribution to journal › Literature review

Reinventing Los Angeles: nature and community in the global city
Research output: Contribution to journal › Book/Film/Article review

Rethinking Political Ecologies of Water
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

The Theses on Feuerbach as a political ecology of the possible
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Gramsci Lives!
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Intervening in the environment of the everyday
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

The power of water: developing dialogues between Foucault and Gramsci
Research output: Contribution to journal › Literature review

Reworking hegemony in the urban waterscape
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Working the socio-natural relations of the urban waterscape in South Africa
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Reification and the dictatorship of the water meter
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

RAE-ification and the consciousness of the academic
Research output: Contribution to journal › Editorial
Of liquid dreams: a political ecology of water privatization in Buenos Aires
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article
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